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Introduction

The most questions about the interaction of oligopeptides with the most 
common bivalent metal ions (e.g. Cu11, Ni11, Pd11, Co11, Zn11) have been answered 
in the 70s-80s. Perhaps, the most important conclusion of these works was that 
a primary anchor donor is necessary for the metal ion promoted amide nitrogen 
deprotonation. The interest of bioinorganic chemists towards oxovanadium(IV) 
started to grow only in the 90s, and, for this reason, this ion was left out from 
most of the studies. Therefore, the field of oxovanadium(IV) -  peptide 
interactions -  in particular, the VIV0  promoted deprotonation of amide 
nitrogens remained largely unexplored.
In the case of the di- and tripeptides with noncoordinating side chains the VIV0  
hydroxide precipitates from the solution. Some complexes with deprotonated 
amide nitrogen of dipeptides can only be detected at very high ligand excess 
and pH > 7.5 by using CD and EPR spectroscopies. It was also shown, that 
amine group (as opposed to other metal ions, like as Cu11, Ni11, Co11, Pd11) is not a 
suitable anchor for the oxovanadium(IV) promoted amide nitrogen 
deprotonation. The first X-ray structures of complexes containing deprotonated 
amide nitrogen were published in the beginning of the 90s. The first single 
crystal structures of some ternary complexes with biologically relevant ligands
-  simple dipeptides -  were published in 1998. The article with the first pieces 
of evidence of VIV0  promoted amide nitrogen deprotonation in aqueous 
solution at about pH 4.5 was presented in the same year. The ligand was 
salicylglycine, in which the phenolate seemed to be the anchor.
During our work we aimed at collecting data on the VIV0-amide nitrogen 
interactions. Accordingly, the goals of our studies were:
-  Searching for ligands, suitable of keeping VIV0  in aqueous solution, 
preventing from the hydrolysis of VIV0  via the active contribution of the 
coordination of the amide nitrogen(s).
-  Studying the effect of the second ligand on the amide nitrogen deprotonation 
in ternary systems. (e.g., VIV0  + two ligands).
-  Determining the stability constant and the species distribution of the VIV0  

complexes of the ligands chosen.
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-  Characterising the V lv 0  complexes formed in our system by using a range of 
complementary experimental techniques.
-  Based on the stoichiometry, the stability constants and the spectral behaviour, 
determining the binding mode of the Vlv 0  species, especially those containing 
deprotonated amide nitrogen(s).

The oxovanadium(IV) binding capability in aqueous solution and the metal ion 
induced amide nitrogen deprotonation in a range of ligands (more than ten) was 
examined by pH-metry, EPR-, VIS- and when applicable CD-spectroscopic 
methods.
All ligands studied contain terminal carboxylic group and can classified in four 
major groups:
1. A dipeptide derivative containing thiolate group: A-(5,R)-2-mercapto- 
propionyl-glycine: 2-mpg.
2. Pseudodipeptides containing more than one aliphatic hydroxyl groups, N-d - 

Gluconilamino acids: GLUGly, GLU-L-Ser, GLU-a-Ala, GLU-ß-L-Ala, 
GLU-Met.
3. Reduced Schiff-base derivatives of GlyGly and GlyGlyGly with 
salicylaldehide: SalH2GlyGly, SalH2GlyGlyGly.
4. Peptide derivatives of salicylic acid

a, Pseudotripeptides: SalGly-L-Ala, SalGly-L-Asp.
b, Oligopeptides with aspartic acid moiety: Sal-L-Asp, SalGly-L-Asp. 

Ternary systems with VIV0-2-mpg-B were also studied, where the B stands for: 
N-2,2’-bypidil, tiron, maltol and oxalic acid.

Ex p e r im e n t a l

The acid-base properties and the stability constants of the Vlv0  complexes of 
the ligands were studied by pH-potentiometry at 25 °C-on 0.20 M ionic strength 
(KCl). The titration were carried out with computer controlled system. The 
results were evaluated by using the suites of computer programs of PSEQUAD 
and SUPERQUAD.



The EPR spectra were usually recorded at liquid nitrogen temperature. The 
spectra were simulated and EPR parameters were determined with a suitable 
computer program. The binding mode of the complexes were determined by 
comparing of the observed and estimated parallel coupling constants of the 
suggested structure, using an empirical equation published by Chasteen. When 
it was possible, the information obtained from the CD and UV-VIS spectra 
were also utilised.

Re s u l t s

The conclusions obtained from the various systems can be summarised as 
follows:

1. In the 2-mpg system at 1:10 metal to ligand ratio the hydrolysis of the VIV0  
was found to be negligible. pH-potentiometric measurements and the EPR 
spectra proved that the thiolate group of the 2-mpg ligand together with the 
carboxylate moiety serves as a suitable primary anchor for oxovanadium(IV) 
promoted amide nitrogen deprotonation. Coordination of the thiolate and the 
deprotonated amide nitrogen occurs in a single step, resulting a 5+5 membered 
joint chelate ring system. The position of the thiolate groups plays an important 
role in the oxovanadium(IV) promoted amide nitrogen deprotonation.

2. Based on the behaviour of the ternary systems studied, it can be concluded 
that the neutral B ligand like bpy (which contains N donors with empty n 
orbitals, and capable of back coordination) promotes the deprotonation of the 
amide nitrogen through enhanced ternary complex formation. On the other 
hand, ligands such us tiron, maltol or oxalate, with negatively charged O 
donors, increase the electron density on the metal ion and therefore make the 
ternary complex formation unfavoured.

3. From the pH-metric measurements at M:L =1:5 the hydrolysis of the VIV0  
was found to be negligible with all gluconylamino acid. In the pH 4-5 region



two moles extra base consumption per mole of oxovanadium(IV) is seen on the 
titration curves. The alcoholate -  together with the already coordinated 
carboxylate and possible with non deprotonated alcoholic-OH groups -  serve as 
an anchor for the VIVO promoted amide nitrogen deprotonation. The loss of the 
alcoholic and amide proton occurs almost as a single step resulting an EPR 
silent oligonuclear species (probably a dimer). With the increasing pH one more 
alcoholate coordinates to each of the two vanadium centers in the dimeric 
complex. At pH >10, due to the next deprotonation step, the dimer -  in while 
the coordination sphere of the VIVO was already complete -  breaks up to EPR 
active monomers. However the CD spectra of these system clearly show, that 
the amide nitrogen remains coordinated to the metal ion in these monomers.

4. The VIVO complexes of SalH2GlyGly and SalH2GlyGlyGly ligands were 
possible to study with pH-metric method at the pH range of 2-8 at L:M > 2. 
VIVOLH-1 complex containing coordinated amide nitrogen (the pK of the 
process is 5,43) was possible to detect only for the tripeptide analogue. As the 
EPR was unable to differentiate between the VivOL2 complexes of the two 
ligands, the structure of them is expected to be identical. Based on the measured 
and the estimated perpendicular coupling constants of VIVOL2 and VIVOLH^ 
species it can be concluded that one phenolate or one amine-N is coordinated in 
axial position in both cases.

The difference in the behaviour of these two pseudopeptides 
demonstrates that the coordination of the carboxylate group in the appropriate 
position is an important parameter for the oxovanadium(IV) promoted amide 
nitrogen deprotonation. It is possible only in the case of SalH2GlyGly for 
carboxylate, amide nitrogen, phenolate and amino-N to form a 6+5+5 
membered joint chelate ring system, where the amide nitrogen is a member of 
two rings at the same time.

5. During the pH-potentiometric measurements of VIVO-SalGly-L-Ala system 
the precipitation of the VivO(OH)2 was not observed at L : M > 2. The titration 
curves were fitted satisfactorily with assuming only MLHx species but in 5-7 pH 
region where slow reactions occurred the difference between the calculated and 
observed titration curves was found to be relatively high. The results of the pH- 
metric- EPR- (performed both at room and at liquid nitrogen temperature).



UV-VIS- and CD-spectroscopic measurements allowed us to conclude that in 
the pH range of 5-6 (in parallel with slow hydrolytic processes) VIV0  promoted 
amide nitrogen deprotonation takes place, resulting in a VIV0LH-2.species. The 
EPR spectra of this complex detected in frozen sample is significantly different 
from signal of the VIV0LH i type SalGly species. The difference between the 
parallel coupling constants is approximately equal to the effect, which would be 
resulted by an amide nitrogen coordination. This is the first detection of a 
significant amount of a VIV0  complex formed in aqueous solution, which 
contains two deprotonated amide nitrogens in the coordination sphere. The 
coordination of the amide nitrogens from all experimental techniques occurs as 
almost in a single step in contrast to the consecutive deprotonation of the Cu11 
dipeptide complexes with analogous coordination mode. The overall pK of the 
amide nitrogen calculated from the RT-EPR measurements was found to be 
5.31, which is in a good agreement with the results obtained from pH- 
potentiometric measurements. (XpK/2 = 5.37).

6. The analogous behaviour (i.e., similar pK values and almost identical EPR 
spectra) of the SalGly- and Sal-L-Asp -  VIV0  systems indicates that the 
coordination of the extra carbocylate group is axial. The different pK-s and 
EPR parameters of the tripeptide analogues suggest not identical coordination 
mode in the VIV0L complexes in the two pseudopeptides. The equatorial 
coordination of the aspartate moiety could be a possible explanation.

The VIV0  is able to promote the deprotonation of the amide nitrogen in 
both cases like in the non-Asp derivatives, however the extra carboxylate group 
exerts two different effects. In the case of Sal-L-Asp the axial coordination of 
the aspartate has no effect on the deprotonation of the amide nitrogen: the 
corresponding pK is the same as for SalGly.

As the extra carbocylate group of the SalGly-L-Asp is equatorially 
coordinated in the VIV0L complex, a rearrangement of the donor groups is 
necessary for the formation ofVIV0LH-2 complex of SalGly-L-Alatype. For the 
Asp derivative, the average of the pK-s of cooperative deprotonation of the 
amide nitrogens is higher by 0.6 log unit than for SalGly-L-Ala. For both 
tripeptide analogues (SalGly-L-Ala, SalGly-L-Asp) the maximum amount of the



VIVOLH_i complex remains uncertain, as the various experimental techniques 
yielded different results.

General conclusions:

7. The deprotonation and the coordination of VIVO to the peptide amide group - 
except for SalH2GlyGlyGly - was confirmed in all system studied by at least 
two independent methods (e.g., pH-metry- and EPR- or CD-spectroscopy). For 
ligands containing one nitrogen atom - 2-mpg, Sal-L-Asp, A-D-gluconylamino 
acids and SalGly - the deprotonation of the amide nitrogen occurs at the pH 4-5. 
The amide nitrogen deprotonation of the ligands with two nitrogen atoms 
SalH2GlyGly and SalGly-L-Ala - is promoted by VIVO, and the pK is almost 
one unit higher.

8. Based on the results from the SalH2GlyGly-, SalH2GlyGlyGly -  and SalGly- 
L-Ala -  VIVO systems it seems reasonable to conclude that in acidic pH the 
oxovanadium(IV) promoted amide nitrogen deprotonation typically happened 
in systems where more than one anchor already coordinated to the metal ion, 
and where the deprotonation of the amide nitrogen or nitrogens results in the 
formation of joint three or four chelate ring, and where the amide nitrogen is 
supposed to be a member of at least two rings. This conclusion is further 
supported by the observation that VivO(AH^)2 type complex containing two 
amide nitrogens, where one anchor is sufficient for the metal ion promoted 
amide deprotonation was not identified in any of the examined systems.

9. When donors phenolate, thiolate, alcoholate + alcoholic-OH-s, which serve 
as anchors together with the carbocylate group are compared, it can be 
concluded that the phenolate containing ligands form more stabile VIVOL 
complexes than the thiolate or alcoholate containing pseudopeptides. This way 
phenolates act as stronger anchors to keep the oxovanadium(IV) in solution. 
The pK of the VIVO promoted amide nitrogen deprotonation increases in the 
order of thiolate < alkoholate < phenolate. The preferred oxygen coordination 
of the oxovanadium(IV) increases the local charge of the metal centre inhibiting 
the deprotonation of the amide nitrogen.



10. The proposed binding modes make it possible to estimate a more correct 
value for the contribution of the amide nitrogen to the parallel coupling 
constant. The values derived from individual cases are in a relatively broad 
range 35.5-40.0x10-4cm-1, and depend on the total charge of the coordinated 
donors. Donors with charge of -3 have a contribution of35.5-38.0x10-4cm-1 and 
donors with charge of—4 the contribution is in the range 38.0-40.0x10-4cm-1.
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